As a simple method for estimating the correlation between two variables xi and yi(i=1, 2,,N), we often use the relative frequency (1 ) p=k/N, of the coincidence of signs of xi-x and yi-y, where X and y; is the sample mean value or median of xi and yi respectively.
If one of the xi-X and yi-y is zero, , half of the number of such couples k0 should be added to the k, and (2) p=(p+k0/2)/N. For a two-variate normal distribution _??_
it is obvious that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the correlation ,coefficient p and the probability p that (x-mx) (y-my) >0 ; the relation p=??(p) is monotone increasing function of p and can be numerically determined by K. -P EARSON'S table [1] . Therefore, we can estimate the p by (4) p=??(p) , ,;and the confidence limits of p, with a confidence coefficient 6, based on the relative frequency k/N, are given by pi=??(p1) and p2=??(p2), where pi=p,(k/N) and p2=p2(k/N) are the confidence limits of p with the confidence coefficient ??, which can be graphically determined by the diagram already prepared in our laboratory , [2] . Thus, the to, and the p, are functions of p and N, i.e. Using Fig. 2 we can find the upper limit p2 of p and the lower limit pi' of p', then if p2<p1' we can conclude that p<p' on about 4% level of significance. The reason is as follows. Let us denote the probability of an event: A when B is true by PO I B), and let R--90(X/N) and Ir---co(X' IN') be random. variables and p=co(kIN) and p'=cD(VIN') be observed constant values. Then, if-:6--Po F, by the definition of confidence limits, (6) P(R P, :tY _1?" I P=P/ -=-Po)=P(R ?) I P=-Po)P(V_R/ I p'=po) P(R_-_,,A)p,----p)P(P'___RP I p'=-P') -=asa=a2, where a (1-E)/2 and since &=60%, a2=4%. Thus, when P ,00P' the null hypo-, thesis p=i1=p0 is rejected on 4% level of significance. For a value of Po such that po<or po>P', we can prove that the inequality (6) holds also, at least ap--proximately, except in cases where N>-N' or N<N' [3] , [4] .
We note the following remarks : 1) In the use of our diagram, the fundamental assumption is that the set of observed values (xi, yi) i=1., 2,...... N is a random sample from a two-variate 2) When .P 0.50, the bottom-side and left-hand-side scales should be used ,and, when p-0.5o, the top-side and right-hand-side scales are used.
3) The error of the curves in the diagrams is, on the whole, 0.01 for both ')) and p. 4) It may be a matter of course that the precision of the short-cut estimation by our diagram is inferior to that of the estimation by sample correlation ,eneffirient itself ; namely, the length of confidence interval of the population correlation ,coefficient obtained merely by the relative frequency (2) is larger than that obtained from the distribution function of (7) by the whole information of observed values.
Example : For the monthly mean pressure for January at Haparanda (Sweden) and the :monthly mean temperature for July of the same year at Miyako (Japan) we get, for the period [1921] [1922] [1923] [1924] [1925] [1926] [1927] [1928] [1929] [1930] [1931] [1932] [1933] [1934] [1935] [1936] [1937] [1938] [1939] [1940] On the other hand, for the period 1887-1920 (N=34), we have (9)k'-13, k01-2 and /=(13+1)/34=0.41. From Fig. 1 or Fig. 2 we get pt= -0.27. In order to test the significance of the difference betweenand P', we use Fig. 2 and we have p2'=0.08 and pi-0.39. Since p21 <pi, the difference between the correlations in the periods 1887-1920 and 1921,s1940 is significant on 4% level of significance.
